IN VIAGGIO
LONTANO NEL TEMPO: IL GRANDE BIG BANG DELLA VITA!
Siete pronti per partire con noi?

VI PORTIAMO LONTANO NEL TEMPO PER SCOPRIRE INSIEME L’INCREDIBILE, STRABILIANTE, ESPLOSIVA NASCITA ED EVOLUZIONE DI OGNI ESSERE VIVENTE!!
Prego,
accomodatevi pure nella nostra navicella «temporale»
e apprestatevi al grande tuffo nel passato:
UDITE E AMMIRATE!!!
OUR MYTH: MILK THE GOD CREATOR

AT THE BEGINNING THERE WAS NOTHING BUT DARKNESS...

ONE DAY MILK THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE RAISED FROM THE OBSCURITY...

...MILK WAS A MAGIC SILVER SWAN!
SUDDENLY HE OPENED HIS WINGS VERY WIDE AND FROM UNDER HIS MAGIC FEATHERS A SUNRISE APPEARED AND SHAPED A HUGE RAINBOW…

…THEN FROM EACH COLOUR OF THE RAINBOW A GOLDEN DUST CAME OUT AND CREATED THE UNIVERSE!
...from the colour red, orange and yellow the sun, the moon, the stars and the fire were born...
...FROM THE COLOUR GREEN CAME OUT THE EARTH, THE LAND AND THE PLANTS...

...FROM THE BLUE CAME OUT THE SKY AND FROM THE INDIGO THE SEA AND ALL THE ANIMALS...
IN THE END THE COLOUR VIOLET GAVE BIRTH TO MANKIND...
BUT WHAT DO SCIENTISTS TEACH US?

THE BIG BANG
THE UNIVERSE BEGAN IN A BIG BANG 14 BILLION YEARS AGO...

..AT THAT TIME THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE WAS INSIDE A BUBBLE THAT WAS THOUSANDS OF TIMES SMALLER THAN A PINHEAD
IT WAS INCREDIBLY DENSE AND HOT...

...THEN IT SUDDENLY EXPLODED: TIME, SPACE AND MATTER WERE BORN!...

...THIS EVENT IS CALLED THE BIG BANG
AFTER 9 BILLION OF YEARS MATTER BEGAN TO COOL DOWN AND FORMED THOUSANDS OF GALAXIES...

OUR SOLAR SYSTEM WAS FORMED INSIDE OUR GALAXY WHICH IS CALLED «THE MILKY WAY»
OUR EARTH IS THE THIRD PLANET OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
THE EARTH’S CRUST BEGAN TO COOL DOWN ABOUT 3 BILLION YEARS AGO..
THE CRUST BROKE...

AND VULCANOS CAME UP...
THEN IT BEGAN TO RAIN AND AFTER MILLION OF YEARS THE SEA WAS FORMED AND PANGEA EMERGED
LIFE BEGAN ON THE OCEAN FLOOR
FIRST APPEARED ONE - CELLED ORGANISM SEAWEEDS, SPONGES, CORALS, JELLYFISH...
THEN AMMONITES, TRILOBITES, FISH...
ON THE LAND OXYGEN ALLOWED PLANTS TO GROW AND INSECTS APPEARED...
...then gradually some fish adapted out of water:
...THE ANPHIBIANS FROM WHICH ORIGINATED REPTILES AND SMALL MAMMALS
DINOSAURS
DINOSAURS LIVED ON THE LAND 230 MILLION YEARS AGO
FOSSIL BONES, TEETH AND SKIN ARE ALL THAT IS LEFT OF DINOSAURS THAT WE CAN SEE TODAY IN MUSEUMS

HERE ARE THE DINOSAURS!!!
DRAGON VALLEY
WHAT A FUN!!!
THE T-REX
I'M A STEGOSAURUS
I'M A VELOCIRAPTOR
I'M A DIPLODOCUS
I'M AN
OVIRAPTOR
I'M AN ANKILOSAURUS
I'M AN ALLOSAURUS